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Sound transmission loss through double panels is studied with a patch-mobility approach. An
overview of the method is given with details on acoustic and structural patch mobilities. Plate
excitation is characterized by blocked patch pressures that take into account room geometry and
source location. Hence, panel patch velocities before coupling can be determined and used as
excitation in the mobility model. Then a convergence criterion of the model is given. Finally,
transmission loss predicted with a patch-mobility method is compared with measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first studies on sound transmission were done using
unbounded plates excited by plane waves. Cremer’s1 and
London’s works on single panels2 and on double panels3 en-
abled us to underline several important aspects: the critical
frequency, the double panel resonance, and the existence of
an incidence angle where sound was greatly transmitted.
Modal behavior of plates was introduced by Vogel.4 Later,
coupling between a panel and a cavity has been studied5–7

and sound transmission through nonresonant modes below
critical frequency has been shown. Finally, several expres-
sions of transmission loss through single and double panels
were formulated by different authors like Beranek8 or Fahy.9

Their models, summed up and compared with experiment in
Ref. 10, are based on the mass law with additional terms
enabling to take into account some particular effects like
critical frequency effect or reverberant field excitation. How-
ever, for more complicated systems, other tools are necessary
like finite element models. A review of numerical solutions
for low frequency structural acoustic problems and their
limitations was done by Atalla and Bernhard.11 Expansion of
solution on a functional base to describe structural acoustic
problems was presented in Refs. 12 and 13. At high fre-
quency statistical energy analysis was used �Refs. 14 and
15�. The different methods were then applied to design
simple or double panels with optimized sound insulation
properties on a given frequency band. Kropp and Rebillard16

have for example studied the case of double panels with a
transfer matrix method that is not very time consuming and
give accurate results compared to the experiment. It is
adapted to a description of diffuse field by uncorrelated plane
waves summation. Unfortunately, it is not adapted to evalu-
ate the influence of excitation conditions such as source
room geometry, source location, and panel location on trans-
mission loss of a panel.

Transmission loss of more sophisticated panels were
also studied. Guyader17–19 studied, for example, the case of
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orthotropic multilayered plates, and Nilsson20 studied the
case of sandwich structures with honeycomb and foam cores.
Finally, developments of numerical poroelastic models �Refs.
21 and 22� enabled to study sound transmission through fi-
nite multilayered systems containing poroelastic materials.23

Practically, two main difficulties appear when dealing
with calculation of transmission loss of double panels. The
first is related to the excitation by diffuse field. The standard
approach consist in decomposing the sound field in uncorre-
lated plane waves as in diffuse theory and cumulating the
transmission loss calculated for each angle of incidence. This
method has an extremely high computation cost that can be
reduced drastically using the approach proposed by
Spronck24 and Guyader18 using radiation impedance of plate
modes in a reciprocal way. Another possibility of avoiding
angle summation was proposed by Coyette,25 based on a
coherence length in diffuse field. A second difficulty with
waves summation is the approximation of reality by diffuse
field that can be bad especially at low frequency. A better
comparison with the experiment was obtained by limiting the
angle of incidence in order to suppress grazing waves exci-
tation. In addition to the difficulty of fixing a limit angle, the
numerical cost of cumulating results for different incident
angles remains because the approach in Refs. 18 and 24 can-
not be used in this case. The method presented in this paper
avoids that difficulty, calculating the cavity boundary pres-
sure field over the blocked panel, transmission loss is calcu-
lated without angle summation, and takes into account
source room characteristics. A second difficulty associated
with classical methods is the global modelization of the
problem that necessitates a complete calculation when one
element is modified. The use of a mobility technique permits
us to characterize each component of the vibroacoustic prob-
lem separately, then to calculate the transmission loss solving
the interaction equation. If one element is modified, only its
own characterization has to be calculated before solving in-
teraction equations. The mobility technique introduced in
Refs. 26 and 27 is now widely used in structural
coupling,28–30 and an extension to energy mobility was pre-
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sented by Orefice et al. The mobility approach for vibroa-
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coustic problems used here appears as an integral equation
discretized by collocation leading to patch mobilities. This
method was used previously by Ouisse et al.32 for coupling
acoustic subdomains.

II. PATCH-MOBILITY METHOD

A. Simple case of one coupling point

The mobility method enables us to calculate the re-
sponse of vibrating coupled linear systems thanks to the
knowledge of their isolated behaviors. The following ex-
ample describes the principles of the mobility method. Let us
consider a linear system � constituted of two subsystems �A

and �B coupled at a point C �Fig. 1�.
In all the following calculations, harmonic motions of

angular frequency � are assumed, and for sake of simplicity,
time dependence ej�t is omitted. In a first step, transfer mo-
bilities between two points M and Q are determined. This
mobility being defined as the ratio of velocity at point M and
force applied at point Q : Y�M ,Q�=V�M� /F�Q�. From mo-
bility Y�M ,Q�, velocity at point M created by a force located
at point Q can be calculated. However, excitation of a sub-
system is produced by external forces, but also by coupling
to other subsystems. This gives for subsystem A:

�1�

Two velocities can be identified from Eq. �1�: the veloc-

ity before coupling ṼA�M�, and the velocity generated by the
coupling VA

c �M�. The second one is produced by the coupling
force which is unknown, and appears as well in the sub-
system B �notice that: FB→A�C�=−FA→B�C��:

VB�M� = YB�M,F�Fext→B�F�

+ YB�M,C�FA→B�C� ∀ M � B . �2�

To be able to find out the velocity at any point belonging
to system A or B, the coupling force has to be determined.
This is done with continuity condition at coupling point C:
velocities of each subsystem have to be equal at the coupling
point �VA�C�=VB�C��. From these relations one can obtain
the coupling force

FB→A =
YB�C,F�Fext→B�F� − YA�C,E�Fext→A�E�

. �3�

FIG. 1. Simple case of one coupling point.
�YA�C,C� + YB�C,C��
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Finally, the velocity of any point M can be calculated by
using Eqs. �1� and �2�.

B. Case of surface coupling with a patch-mobility
method

When the coupling between subsystems is applied
through a surface, Eqs. �1� and �2� must be adapted. External
forces are considered surfacic as well. Tangential velocities
and forces are not taken into account, that is realistic for
acoustic subsystems and vibroacoustic coupling. Therefore
the mobility Y�M ,Q� is only associated to transverse motion,
and normal velocities and forces are defined as algebric val-
ues. Coupling velocities are then calculated by integrating
the product of mobility and coupling �respectively, external�
surfacic force over coupling �respectively, excited� surface

VA�M� = �
SA

�YA�M,E�Fext→A�E��dS

+ �
Sc

�YA�M,C�FB→A�C��dS ∀ M � �A� , �4�

VB�M� = �
SB

�YB�M,F�Fext→B�F��dS

+ �
Sc

�YB�M,C�FA→B�C��dS ∀ M � �B� . �5�

External forces of subsystem A �respectively, B� are ap-
plied on surface SA �respectively, SB�, and coupling forces are
applied on coupling surface Sc.

A collocation method can be used to solve the problem,
separating surfaces such as SA=�i=1

NA SAi and SAi�i�jSAj =�,
SB=�i=1

NB SBi and SBi�i�jSBj =�, Sc=�i=1
Nc Sci and Sci�i�jScj

=�. Let us first calculate averaged velocities on patch i:

�VA�i = �
SAi

�
j=1

NA 	�
SAj

�YA�M,E�Fext→A�E��dE
dM

+ �
SAi

�
j=1

Nc 	�
Scj

�YA�M,C�FB→A�C��dC
dM

∀ M � A , �6�

�VB�i = �
SBi

�
j=1

NB 	�
SBj

�YB�M,E�Fext→B�E��dE
dM

+ �
SBi

�
j=1

Nc 	�
Scj

�YB�M,C�FA→B�C��dC
dM

∀ M � B . �7�

Assuming in a second step that surfacic forces are con-
stant on patches �F�x ,y�= �F� j if �x ,y��Sj�, Eqs. �6� and �7�
give

�VA�i = �
NA

��YA�i� j�Fext→A� j + �
Nc

��YA�i� j�FB→A� j , �8�

j=1 j=1
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�VB�i = �
j=1

NB

��YB�i� j�Fext→B� j + �
j=1

Nc

��YB�i� j�FA→B� j . �9�

A new transfer mobility expression appears, it is the ra-
tio of averaged patch i velocity to averaged patch j surfacic
force

��YA�i� j =
�V�i

�F� j
, �10�

where

�V�i =

�
Si

V�x,y�dxdy

Si
and �F� j =

�
Sj

F�x,y�dxdy

Sj
.

�11�

Of course, assuming a constant surfacic force on each
patch is an approximation, only valid if patch areas have
small dimensions compared to wavelengths.

Then, velocity continuity over coupling patches gives Nc

equations �one for each coupling patch�

∀k � �1,Nc� �VA�k = �VB�k. �12�

Hence, Eqs. �8� and �9� give ∀k� �1,Nc�:

�
j=1

Nc

��YA�k� j�FB→A� j + �
j=1

Nc

��YB�k� j�FB→A� j

= �
j=1

NB

��YB�k� j�Fext→B� j − �
j=1

NA

��YA�k� j�Fext→A� j . �13�

The following matrices �YA� and �YB� are defined such as
YA�i , j�= ��YA�i� j and YB�i , j�= ��YB�i� j. Vectors �FB→A�,
�Fext→A�, and �Fext→B� are also defined such as FB→A�j�
= �FB→A� j, Fext→A�j�= �Fext→A� j, and Fext→B�j�= �Fext→B� j.

Equation �13� can then be written in a matrix form, lead-
ing to the determination of coupling patch surfacic forces

�FB→A� = ��YA� + �YB��−1��YB��Fext→B� − �YA��Fext→A�� .

�14�

This extension of the mobility method, for surface cou-
pling, is named the patch-mobility method and is applied in
the following to sound transmission through double panels.

III. VIBROACOUSTIC RESPONSE OF A DOUBLE
PANEL CALCULATED BY THE PATCH-
MOBILITY METHOD

In this section, the patch-mobility method is applied to
the vibroacoustic response of a double panel coupled to a
cavity and radiating in the open external space.

In a first step, the system is divided into subsystems �cf.
Fig. 2�: A: emission chamber, B: first panel, C: cavity be-
tween the two panels, D: second panel, and E: semi-infinite
medium.

Coupling surfaces are defined as: SAB �respectively, SBC,
SCD, SDE� is the coupling surface between subsystems A and

B �respectively B and C , C and D , D and E�.
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Equations governing patch velocities of plates, room,
cavity, and infinite acoustic medium, write:

For the source room coupling surface

�VA�i = �ṼA�i + �
j=1

NAB

��YA�i� j�F�B→A�� j . �15�

For the first panel

�VB�i = �ṼB�i + �
j=1

NAB

��YB�i� j�F�A→B�� j

+ �
j=1

NBC

��YB�i� j�F�C→B�� j . �16�

For the cavity coupling surfaces

∀i � SBC:�VC1�i = �ṼC1�i + �
j=1

NBC

��YC1�i� j�F�B→C�� j

+ �
k=1

NCD

��YC1�i�k�F�D→C��k, �17�

∀i � SCD:�VC2�i = �ṼC2�i + �
j=1

NCD

��YC2�i�k�F�D→C��k

+ �
k=1

NBC

��YC2�i� j�F�B→C�� j . �18�

For the second panel

�VD�i = �ṼD�i + �
k=1

NCD

��YD�i�k�F�C→D��k

+ �
k=1

NDE

��YD�i�k�F�E→D��k. �19�

For the semi-infinite medium coupling surface

�VE�i = �ṼE�i + �
k=1

NDE

��YE�i�k�F�D→E��k. �20�

The complete set of equations �Eqs. �15�–�20�� describe
all the physical interactions taking part in the vibroacoustic

FIG. 2. Sketch of double panel coupled with a source room and a semi-
infinite medium.
response of the double panel. Nevertheless, some of these
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phenomena can be neglected. For example, the first panel
excitation can be separated in two acoustic fields: acoustic
room response with blocked panel and pressure radiated by
the panel. The radiated field, coming from the plate induced
vibrations, is usually neglected as a second order phenom-
enon. On the contrary, the coupling between the cavity C and
the two panels B and D is much more important. The small
volume of the cavity C produces a high cavity stiffness that
has a real effect upon the vibrations of the double panel.

After the discussed simplifications, Eqs. �16�–�19� write:
First panel

�VB�i = �ṼB�i + �
j=1

NBC

��YB�i� j�F�C→B�� j . �21�

Cavity

∀i � SBC: �VC1�i = �
j=1

NBC

��YC1�i� j�F�B→C�� j

+ �
k=1

NCD

��YC1�i�k�F�D→C��k, �22�

∀i � SCD: �VC2�i = �
k=1

NCD

��YC2�i�k�F�D→C��k

+ �
j=1

NBC

��YC2�i� j�F�B→C�� j . �23�

Second panel

�VD�i = �
k=1

NCD

��YD�i�k�F�C→D��k. �24�

Excitation appears in Eq. �21� as a patch velocity vector

before coupling �ṼB�i. It is calculated using blocked patch
pressures �PBlocked� applied to the first panel by the acoustic
field in the source room. The first panel velocity before cou-
pling is then calculated as follows:

�ṼB�i = �
j

��YB�i� j�P� j�Blocked�Sj . �25�

Blocked patch pressures are calculated by integrating the
pressure generated by a source in the emission chamber over
the panel assumed to be rigid �blocked�. Therefore room di-
mensions, excitation location, and position of the aperture in
the room wall are, hence, taken into account. For rectangular
cavity, modes are well known and calculation of room re-
sponse is straightforward. Of course for large room the com-
putation can be time consuming. However, for a given room
configuration, blocked patch pressures are only calculated
once whatever the plates under study.

Finally, continuity conditions over coupling surfaces SBC

and SCD are written: ∀i�SBC: �VB�i= �VC�i, and ∀i�SCD:

�VC�i= �VD�i. It yields to
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	�Ṽ1�i

0

 = ��YC1�i� j + ��YB�i� j ��YC1�i�k

��YC2�i� j ��YC2�i�k + ��YD�i�k
�

�	�F�B→C�� j

�F�D→C��k

 . �26�

Solving the linear system �26� allows us to get coupling
forces �F�B→C�� j and �F�D→C��k and then to calculate patch
velocities after coupling by using Eqs. �21�–�24�.

IV. PANEL PATCH MOBILITIES

In this section, panel mobilities are derived thanks to the
Love–Kirchhoff equation of motion �flexural vibration of
thin plates�

− �2�hU�x,y� + D*�4�U�x,y�� = P�x,y� , �27�

where D*=E*h3 /12�1−�2�, and E* is the complex Young
modulus which takes into account structural damping such
as E*=E�1+ j�s�, and �s is the damping loss factor.

The excitation term is defined on patch j as follows:

P�x,y� = � �F� j

Sj
if �x,y� � patch j

0 else
� .

The modal expansion of the plate transverse displacement
with simply supported boundary conditions writes

U�xM,yM� = �
pq

apq�pq�xM,yM� , �28�

where mode shapes are given by

�pq�x,y� = sin� p�

Lx
x�sin�q�

Ly
y� . �29�

Incorporating Eq. �28� into Eq. �27�, and using modes
orthogonality yield to the modal amplitude

apq =
�F� j�� j�pq�x,y�dS�

Sj�Kpq
* − �2Mpq�

�30�

where Kpq
* =�SD*�pq�

4��pq�dS, Mpq=�S�h�pq
2 dS, and

�pq
* =�Kpq

* /Mpq.
The patch mobility as defined by Eq. �10� is then ob-

tained

��YP�i� j =
j�

SiSj
�
pq

��i�pq�x,y�dS��� j�pq�x,y�dS�
Mpq��pq

* − �2�
. �31�

Figure 3 shows an example of input and transfer panel
patch mobilities versus frequency calculated for an alumi-
num panel �Lx=1.5 m, Ly=0.96 m, Lz=0.002 m�. As ex-
pected, transfer patch-mobility magnitude �thin curve� is
lower than input patch-mobility magnitude �thick curve�. It
can also be noticed that as frequency increases, mobility
curve is smoothed, due to modal overlap. However, this is
more marked on input patch mobility than on transfer patch

mobility.
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V. ACOUSTIC PATCH MOBILITIES OF A CAVITY

A. Problem description

Neumann inhomogeneous problem �32� is considered,
that is to say an acoustic cavity with rigid wall boundary
condition on �	− and excited by a boundary velocity field on
�	+. The aim is to find the pressure at any point M, radiated
by a vibrating surface of normal velocity Vn:


P�M� + k2P�M� = 0 ∀ M � 	 ,

�P�Q�
�n

= − j��Vn�Q� ∀ Q � �	+,

�P�Q�
�n

= 0 ∀ Q � �	−. �32�

Acoustic damping is introduced with a complex wave
number: k*=� /c*=� / �c��1+ j�a��, and to solve this prob-
lem, expansion on modes of undamped cavity is used.

B. Pressure modal expansion

Modal expansion is used to describe the cavity pressure
field

P�M� = �
p

ap�p�M� . �33�

After some calculations �cf. Appendix A�, pressure radi-
ated at point M is given by

P�M� = �
p
���	+

��p�Q��− j��Vn�Q���dQ

�k*2 − kp
2�Np

�p�M�� .

�34�

To obtain the acoustic transfer impedance between two
patches i and j, a uniform normal velocity Vn is given on
patch j, and pressure �34� is integrated over the observation
patch i:

��Z�i� j =
�Si

P�M�n̄idSi

�Si
V̄n�M�dSj

Sj

=
�Si

P�M�n̄idSi

�Vn� j
=

�F�i

�Vn� j
.

With pressure modal expansion, the following expres-

FIG. 3. Panel patch mobility—Thick line: Input patch mobility �patch 42�,
Thin line: Transfer patch mobility �patch 42/72�—Aluminium panel: Lx
=1.5 m, Ly=0.96 m, Lz=0.002 m—Patch size: 
x=7.9 cm,

y=7.4 cm—Patch 42: X= �0.24 m; 0.32 m�, Y = �0.15 m; 0.22 m�—Patch
72: X= �1.11 m; 1.18 m�, Y = �0.22 m; 0.30 m�.
sion for patch acoustic impedance is obtained:
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��Z�i� j = − j���
p

��Si�p�x,y�dS���Sj�p�x,y�dS�
�k*2 − kp

2�Np

. �35�

Equation �35� is the general cavity acoustic impedance
expression. For a rectangular cavity with rigid walls, analyti-
cal expression of mode shapes can be derived

�pqr�M� = cos� p�x

Lx
�cos�q�y

Ly
�cos� r�z

Lz
� . �36�

A mode being defined with three indices, expression �35�
writes

��Z�i� j = − j��

��
pqr

��Si�pqr�x,y,Zi�dxdy���Sj�pqr�x,y,Zj�dxdy�
�k*2 − kpqr

2 �Npqr

.

�37�

The global impedance matrix describing the cavity behavior
writes

Then patch mobility matrix is obtained as the inverse of
patch impedance matrix

Figure 4 presents two acoustic patch input impedances
versus frequency of a cavity �Lx=1.5 m, Ly=0.96 m, Lz
=0.01 m� that show its modal behavior. One can see also that
modes are responding differently according to patch location.
Acoustic patch impedances between patches located on op-
posite boundary surfaces such as Zi�Zj are not presented
since they are not different from impedances between
patches located on the same boundary surface such as Zi

=Zj. This is of course due to the small thickness of the cav-
ity, and the studied frequency range.

Figure 5 presents two acoustic patch mobilities versus

FIG. 4. Acoustic patch impedance—Thin line: Input patch impedance
�patch 42�, Thick line: Transfer patch impedance �patch 42/72�—Cavity:
Lx=1.5 m, Ly=0.96 m, Lz=0.01 m—Patch size: 
x=7.9 cm,

y=7.4 cm—Patch 42: X= �0.24 m; 0.32 m�, Y = �0.15 m; 0.22 m�—Patch
72: X= �1.11 m; 1.18 m�, Y = �0.22 m; 0.30 m�.
frequency for the same cavity �Lx=1.5 m, Ly=0.96 m, Lz
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=0.01 m�. Results are surprising since patch mobilities do
not exhibit the modal behavior that can be seen on patch
impedances. To explain this strange result, one has to
remember that direct patch mobility calculation will be
obtained by solving the Dirichlet problem �null boundary
pressure except on excited patch�, and calculating
the patch averaged velocity created at boundary. Cavity res-
onances with Dirichlet boundary conditions are obviously
different from that of a cavity with Neumann bound-
ary conditions. The first resonance of the rectangular
cavity with Dirichlet boundary conditions is equal to
�c /2����� /Lx�2+ �� /Ly�2+ �� /Lz�2, that is to say
17 000 Hz. That explains why no resonance appears in the
studied frequency band.

VI. SEMI-INFINITE MEDIUM

This section describes the method used to calculate the
power radiated into the semi-infinite receiving medium.

A. Radiated pressure

Radiation impedance is defined as the ratio of averaged
patch i radiated pressure to averaged patch j velocity:
��Z�i� j = �Prad�i / �V� j. The radiated pressure can thus be calcu-
lated from panel patch velocities �cf. Fig. 6�.

Radiation impedance calculations are based on Ray-
leigh’s integral and are detailed in Appendix B. A particular
case is defined when emitting and receiving patch are the
same �i.e., i= j�. In this case radiation impedance expression
is given by Eq. �38� where “ai” is the radius of a circular
patch of surface Si. Otherwise, when emitting and receiving
patch are different �i.e., i� j� Eq. �39� is used to calculate
radiation impedance where dij is the distance between two
patches central points

FIG. 5. Acoustic patch mobility—Thin line: Input patch mobility �patch
42�, Thick line: Transfer patch mobility �patch 42/72�—Cavity: Lx=1.5 m,
Ly=0.96 m, Lz=0.01 m—Patch size: 
x=7.9 cm, 
y=7.4 cm—Patch 42:
X= �0.24 m; 0.32 m�, Y = �0.15 m; 0.22 m�—Patch 72: X= �1.11 m;
1.18 m�, Y = �0.22 m; 0.30 m�.
FIG. 6. Radiating panel description.
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��Z�i�i =
�Prad�i

�V�i
= �0c�1 − exp−jka� , �38�

��Z�i� j =
�Prad�i

�V� j
=

1

2�
�0j

exp−jkdij

dij
Sj . �39�

Radiation patch mobilities are obtained by inversion of
impedance matrix calculated from previous Eqs. �38� and
�39�. Figure 7 illustrates radiation patch mobility behavior.
As one can see, radiation patch mobility magnitude de-
creases with frequency and also when distance between ra-
diating and receiving patch dij decreases.

B. Radiated power

Radiated power is calculated from patch velocities and
radiated patch pressures, and can be written using radiation
patch mobilities �40�:

Irad =
1

2�
i

Re��V�i
*�Prad�i� =

1

2
��Yrad�−1�V����V�*. �40�

VII. SOURCE ROOM MODELING

This section describes a simple way to model the source
room as depicted in Fig. 8 using its modal behavior. Two
quantities are presented: the mean quadratic room pressure
that is used to calculate double panel transmission loss, and
blocked patch pressures �BPP� that are used to calculate
patch velocities before coupling in Eq. �25�. To calculate
these quantities one has to replace the flexible panel by a
rigid wall.

Standard room response modal expansion writes

FIG. 7. Patch radiating mobility—Thick solid line: Input patch mobility,
Thick dotted line: Transfer patch mobility with dij =0.08 m, Thin line:
Transfer patch mobility with dij =0.84 m—Panel: Lx=0.96 m,
Lz=1.5 m–Patch size: 
x=7.9 cm, 
y=7.4 cm.
FIG. 8. Sketch of the excitation room.
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P�x,y,z� = �
p,q,r

Apqr�pqr�x,y,z� , �41�

where Apqr=�	�pqr�x ,y ,z�S�x ,y ,z�d	 / �k*2−kpqr
2 �Npqr, and

Npqr=�	�pqr
2 �x ,y ,z�d	. A point source excitation is used

such as: S�x ,y ,z�=S0��x−x0���y−y0���z−z0�. The wave
number k* takes into account fluid damping with a complex
sound speed: k*=� /c*=� /c��1+ j�r�, where �r=2.2/ fTr

and Tr is reverberation time.
The source room, being assumed to be a

parallelepipedic-shaped room with rigid walls, has the fol-
lowing mode shapes:

�pqr�x,y,z� = cos� p�

lx
x�cos�q�

ly
y�cos� r�

lz
z� .

A. Quadratic room pressure

Mean quadratic room pressure calculation that is useful
in the prediction of the transmission loss, is straightforward

Pr
2 = �

pqr

�Apqr
2 �pqr

8

and p = 	1 if p = 0

2 if p � 0

 . �42�

Figure 9 shows the mean quadratic pressure given by
Eq. �42�. At low frequency, despite the large room volume
��400 m3�, modal behavior is predominant. Modes �2,1,1�
at 55 Hz, �1,2,1� at 59 Hz, �2,2,1� at 65 Hz are clearly iden-
tified. On the contrary, at higher frequency modal overlap
occurs, reducing the mean quadratic room pressure varia-
tions with frequency. The cut off frequency given by fc

=�c3Tr /8.8�V corresponds roughly to the limit between
modal and diffuse field behavior. Above that frequency,
modal separation is lower than the −3 dB bandwidth. In the
present case �Tr�10 s and V�400 m3�, the cutoff frequency
is equal to 187 Hz.

B. Blocked patch pressure

Modal expansion �41� of the room response gives the
pressure distribution in the room. Blocked patch pressures
over a panel are then calculated by integrating the room pres-
sure over a patch surface located on a rigid wall

�P�i = � � Apqr�pqr�x,y0,z��dxdz . �43�

FIG. 9. Room pressure level—room dimensions: lx=11.5 m, ly=8.69 m,
lz=4.03 m—Source at: Xs=2 m, Ys=4 m, Zs=1 m, amplitude:
S0=2—Cutoff frequency: 187 Hz.
Si p,q,r
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These blocked patch pressures are used in Eq. �25� to
calculate panel patch velocities before coupling and enable
to solve the set of Eqs. �21�–�24�.

Figure 10 illustrates variations with frequency of two
blocked patch pressures. Peaks and antipeaks can have dif-
ferent values, but both curves have the same averaged value
over frequency �85 dB�. These differences come obviously
from mode shapes. Moreover, a large amplitude of variation
with frequency is noticed even at high frequency, contrary to
space averaged pressure in the room presented in Fig. 9.
Blocked patch pressure behavior is a bit surprising compared
to standard way of thinking on reverberant pressure in large
room, however, it is a quasilocal quantity, contrary to rever-
berant pressure that is averaged over the room volume. Con-
trary to mean quadratic pressure, no obvious frequency limit
between modal behavior and diffuse field, such as the cutoff
frequency �187 Hz�, can be observed on blocked patch pres-
sure.

Figure 11 presents the blocked patch pressure distribu-
tion pattern at two frequencies for two window locations on
source room wall. As a general rule, the blocked patch pres-
sure patterns display clearly the acoustic wave length at each
frequency. However, a change in pressure distribution is ob-
served for the two window locations, that leads to transmis-
sion loss differences particularly at low frequency.

FIG. 10. Blocked patch pressure level on two patches—Dotted line: patch
124, Solid line: patch 1—Located at X124=6 m, Y124=0 m, Z124=1.75 m,
and X1=5.245 m, Y1=0 m, Z1=1.27 m—Room dimensions: lx=11.5 m,
ly=8.69 m, lz=4.03 m—Patch size: 
X=0.08 m, 
Z=0.074 m—Source
position: Xs=2 m, Ys=4 m, Zs=1 m, amplitude: S0=2—cutoff frequency:
187 Hz.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Blocked patch pressure magnitude for two window
locations �lx=0.96 m, lz=1.5 m�—on the top: 400 Hz—on the bottom:
1000 Hz—on the left, the window is centered on point X=6 m, Y =0 m, Z
=1.75 m—on the right the window is centered on point X=6.96 m, Y
=0 m, Z=2.78 m—Room dimensions: lx=11.5 m, ly=8.69 m,
lz=4.03 m—Patch size: 
X=0.04 m, 
Z=0.037 m—Source position: Xs

=2 m, Ys=4 m, Zs=1 m, amplitude: S0=2—cutoff frequency: 187 Hz.
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VIII. ACOUSTIC TRANSMISSION THROUGH DOUBLE
PANELS

This section presents the transmission loss calculation
through a double panel.

A. Transmission loss calculation

Transmission loss � is defined as the ratio of transmitted
power �t to incident power �i. Transmitted power can be
calculated thanks to the mobility method with Eq. �40�. With
the procedure of standard measurement of transmission loss,
incident power is deduced from mean quadratic room pres-
sure using a classical result of Sabine’s theory: �i

=S�Pr
2 /4�0c�. Of course the assumption of Sabine’s theory is

not exactly verified for standard rectangular rooms specially
at low frequency, but is nevertheless used for sake of sim-
plicity.

This way of calculating transmission loss in a reverber-
ant field �i.e., by using blocked patch pressures� avoids inte-
gration over incidence angles that is usually employed.
When good accuracy is desired, several incidence angles
must be considered with a plane wave summation method,
and time needed to compute transmission loss becomes tre-
mendous compared to time necessary with room blocked
patch pressures excitation.

B. Convergence criterion

The usual mesh condition for finite element analysis is
given by 
L��min/6, and sometimes �min/4 is admitted.

FIG. 12. Transmission loss comparison with two meshes—Thick line: mesh
30�20, Thin grey line: mesh 8�5—Double panels in steel �Lx=0.6 m,
Lz=0.4 m�, 2 and 1.5 mm thickness, separated by 1 cm of air.

FIG. 13. Mesh comparison with third octave analysis—Double panels in
steel �Lx=0.6 m, Lz=0.4 m�, 2 and 1.5 mm thickness, separated by 1 cm of

air.
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If we assume that the same criterion can be used for the
patch mobility method, therefore the maximum patch
length necessary to go up to 1000 Hz is 5.7 cm for
acoustic media �8.5 cm with �min/4�. For the structure, one
needs to look at the bending wave length �=cflx / f
= �1/ f����4 Eh2 /��12�1−�2�.

Four meshes have been tested to find which criterion had
to be taken with linear elements. Figure 12 presents the
transmission loss calculated with two meshes, and Fig. 13
shows the transmission loss comparison with a third octave
analysis for each mesh. Table I gives structural and acousti-
cal criterions associated with each mesh.

Meshes 30�20, 21�16, and 15�10 give similar re-
sults: the three curves are superimposed and cannot be dis-
tinguished. The 8�5 mesh curve starts to be slightly differ-
ent around 150–200 Hz. This frequency can be viewed as
the limit frequency given by the �s /4 criterion. However,
results obtained with mesh 8�5 can be accepted up to
577 Hz which is the limit given by criterion �s /2. This result
agrees with criterions found in Ref. 33 where authors
showed that a � /2 criterion could be taken to couple linear
acoustic problems with a similar method �patch transfer
functions�.

In the following, presented results are obtained with el-
ementary plane rectangular patches verifying the �s /2 crite-
rion.

C. Influence of room characteristics on acoustic
transmission

Several studies have shown transmission loss measure-
ments differences in interlaboratory comparisons at low fre-
quencies not only for small reverberant rooms, but even for
large ones. In this section, two large rooms of same volumes
are studied �cf. Table II�. Transmission loss results for both
rooms are plotted in Fig. 14. Differences of transmission loss
are up to 6 dB for the same double panel. At 78 Hz, it can be
explained by looking at the BPP distribution �Fig. 15� that
are quite different for the two source rooms. This result was
expected since it is known that for frequencies below the
cutoff frequency, the acoustic field cannot be considered as
diffuse. At higher frequencies differences are still noticeable,
that is more unexpected. As can be seen in Fig. 15, though

TABLE I. Maximal frequency given by different criterions.

Criterion �a /6 �a /4 �a /2 �s /6 �s /4 �s /2

Mesh 30�20 2833 4250 8500 1026 2309 9237
Mesh 21�16 1983 2975 5950 503 1132 4526
Mesh 15�10 1416 2125 4250 256 577 2309
Mesh 8�5 708 1062 2125 64 144 577

TABLE II. Test room dimensions, source location, and panel location.

lx
�m�

ly
�m�

lz
�m�

Xsource

�m�
Ysource

�m�
Zsource

�m�
Xcentralpatch

�m�
Zcentralpatch

�m�

Room 1 4.03 5 10 0.8 2 2.5 1.75 5
Room 2 10 5 4.03 2 2 1 5 1.75
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the field is more diffuse at 800 Hz, the two rooms do not
provide the same pressure distribution over the panel. More-
over, as long as structural wavelength is not much higher
than acoustical wavelength, differences in pressure distribu-
tion over the panel will have an effect on the panel response
and on sound transmission. Therefore, even above the cutoff
frequency, panel excitation depends on room characteristics,
source location, and aperture location.

IX. COMPARISON WITH A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The patch-mobility method has been applied to the
double panel studied by Panneton and Atalla with a finite
element model in Ref. 23: simply supported aluminum plates
�0.35 m by 0.22 m, 1 mm thickness� separated by 0.0762 m
of air. Excitation is realized by a normal incident plane wave.
Results obtained with patch mobility method are presented
up to 4000 Hz in Fig. 16. A good agreement is observed with
results obtained by Panneton and Atalla in Ref. 23, at least
up to maximal finite element calculation frequency �500 Hz�.

Two particular aspects of the patch-mobility method
must be underlined in this comparison: the mesh criterion in
� /2 that is very coarse compared to the criterion in � /6 used
in finite element method �FEM� and the possibility to char-
acterize each subsystem separately with the patch mobility
method contrary to FEM �if one element is modified, only its
own characterization has to be calculated before solving in-
teraction equations�.

FIG. 14. Comparison between two rooms—Double panels in aluminum
�Lx=0.96 m, Lz=1.5 m�, 2 and 1.5 mm thickness, separated by 3 cm of
air—Patch size: 
X=0.08 m, 
Z=0.074 m—Source amplitude:
S0=2—cutoff frequency: 187 Hz.

FIG. 15. �Color online� Blocked patch pressure distribution—Top:

78 Hz—Bottom: 800 Hz—Left: room 1, Right: room 2.
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X. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 17 presents the experimental setup. Measure-
ments of transmitted power were done using intensity tech-
nique with a 50 mm intensity probe located at 20 cm from
the radiating panel. 100 points have been used to measure
radiated intensity. Source room is a reverberant room �lx
=11.5 m, ly=8.69 m, lz=4.03 m, cutoff frequency=187 Hz�
where walls are not parallels and with diffusers in the cor-
ners. Five microphones in the reverberant chamber enabled
to measure reverberant pressure. Receiving room is not re-
verberant and is treated to be the most isolated from exterior
sound and with a high sound absorption to limit reflections
of radiated sound by tested panel. It can thus be considered
as a semi anechoic enclosure.

Transmission loss of a double aluminum panel was then
measured. The double panel dimensions were: width 0.96 m,
length 1.5 m, thickness 2 mm and 1.5 mm, air gap thickness
1 cm. Panel critical frequencies are 7961 Hz for the alumi-
num panel of 1.5 mm thickness, and 5971 Hz for the alumi-
num panel of 2 mm thickness. The theoretical mass-spring-
mass frequency for diffuse field is 328 Hz.

Figures 18 and 19 show comparisons of double panels
transmission loss obtained by experiment and with the patch-
mobility model. The model gives the same tendency as mea-
surements and differences observed on some third octaves
are quite reasonable. Indeed, compared to reproducibility and
repeatability values mentioned in norm ISO 140-3, differ-
ences observed with third octave analysis between the model
and the experiment are quiet good �example of repeatability
values given by the norm 4.5 dB at 100 Hz and 1.5 dB at

FIG. 16. Normal incidence sound transmission loss of a double aluminum
panel �0.35 m by 0.22 m, 1 mm thickness� separated by 0.0762 m of air—
Results obtained with the patch-mobility method.
FIG. 17. Experimental setup.
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1000 Hz�. An intercomparison of laboratory measurements,
realized in 23 European laboratories, shows also a high dis-
persion of airborne sound insulation measurements. This
sudy is presented in Ref. 33. Dispersions are not negligible,
and even at high frequencies differences up to 5 dB are ob-
served. Therefore, the mobility model can be considered as
reliable to predict transmission loss through double panels.

Concerning cavity damping, particular care is needed to
determine its value. Indeed, cavity damping is known to be
very influential upon sound transmission between the double
panel resonance frequency and the critical frequencies of the
panels. As mentioned in Ref. 34, cavity damping can be
much higher than typical fluid damping due to neglected
physical phenomenon like viscous and thermal dissipations
near boundaries. In this reference, cavity damping is set to
10−3 while damping in surrounding fluid is set to 10−8. In the
following, cavity damping has been used to adjust the model
with experiment, and a value of 0.035 has been found in the
case of the double panel with a cavity of 1 cm thickness. It is
also important to notice that cavity damping depends on the
air layer thickness. Indeed, for thicker layers, effects of vis-
cous and thermal dissipations will decrease leading to
smaller cavity damping.

FIG. 18. Comparison with experiment—Solid line: experiment, dotted line:
model—Double aluminum panel �Lx=0.96 m, Lz=1.5 m�, 2 and 1.5 mm
thickness, separated by 3 cm of air, centered on point X=6 m, Y =0 m, Z
=1.75 m—Room dimensions: lx=11.5 m, ly=8.69 m, lz=4.03 m—Patch
size: 
X=0.08 m, 
Z=0.074 m—Source at: Xs=2 m, Ys=4 m, Zs=1 m,
amplitude: S0=2—cutoff frequency: 187 Hz—structural damping: 0.06—
fluid damping: 0.035.

FIG. 19. Comparison with experiment—Double aluminum panel �Lx
=0.96 m, Lz=1.5 m�, 2 and 1.5 mm thickness, separated by 3 cm of air,
centered on point X=6 m, Y =0 m, Z=1.75 m—Room dimensions: lx
=11.5 m, ly=8.69 m, lz=4.03 m—Patch size: 
X=0.08 m,

Z=0.074 m—Source at: Xs=2 m, Ys=4 m, Zs=1 m, amplitude:
S0=2—cutoff frequency: 187 Hz—structural damping: 0.06—fluid damp-

ing: 0.035.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS

A patch-mobility method is presented in this paper and
is used to predict transmission loss of finite double panels.
Excitation is modeled with blocked patch pressures that are
calculated from the source room response, taking thus into
account source room dimensions, absorption, excitation po-
sition, and panel location. Calculation time is, hence, consid-
erably reduced compared to classical plane waves summa-
tion technique to represent reverberant field. Moreover, the
substructural approach used in the patch-mobility method en-
ables to characterize each subsystem separately before cou-
pling. Another powerful numerical aspect of this method is
the mesh criterion in �s /2 that is very large compared to
standard finite element analysis mesh criterion. The patch-
mobility model and finite element model give the same re-
sults when comparing transmission loss of double panels.
However, the patch-mobility method enables to study higher
frequencies. Finally, a good agreement is found with experi-
mental measurements realized on a double aluminium panel.

APPENDIX A: CAVITY MOBILITY

After having multiplied the Helmoltz Eq. �32� by the
mode shape �p�M�, the integration over the volume 	 yields
to

�
	

�
P�M� + k*2P�M���p�M�d	 = 0. �A1�

Using Green’s formulas gives

�
	

�
�p�M� + k*2�p�M��P�M�dM

− �
�	
�p�Q�

�P�Q�
�n

− P�Q�
��p�Q�

�n
�dQ = 0. �A2�

Conditions over boundary surface �	 are defined over
different surfaces: �P�Q� /�n=−j��Vn�Q� ∀Q
��	+�P�Q� /�n=0 ∀Q��	−��p�Q� /�n=0∀Q��	.

Equation �A2� becomes

�
	

�
�p�M� + k*2�p�M��P�M�dM

= �
�	+

��p�Q��− j��Vn�Q���dQ . �A3�

Pressure is then replaced by its modal expansion �33�:

�
	

�
�p�M� + k*2�p�M���
m

�am�m�M��dM

= �
�	+

��p�Q��− j��Vn�Q���dQ . �A4�

Thanks to modes orthogonality, this expression is sim-

plified
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�
	

�− kp
2�p�M� + k*2�p�M��ap�p�M�dM

= �
�	+

��p�Q��− j��Vn�Q���dQ . �A5�

Mode amplitude ap is then obtained

ap =
��	+

��p�Q��− j��Vn�Q���dQ

�k*2 − kp
2�Np

�A6�

with Np=�	�p
2�M�dM.

Using this modal amplitude into Eq. �33� enables to find
the pressure radiated at point M:

P�M� = �
p
���	+

��p�Q��− j��Vn�Q���dQ

�k*2 − kp
2�Np

�p�M�� .

�A7�

APPENDIX B: RADIATION IMPEDANCE

Rayleigh’s integral �B1� is used to calculate the radiated
pressure of the panel. Two integrals can be written depending
on the observation point location. Indeed, for a point located
on the boundary surface, the Green’s function singularity
needs to be avoided, through the calculation of Cauchy’s
principal value integral �B2�:

P�M0� = �
�	+

 j��Vn�Q�
exp�− jk�QM0��

2��QM0� �dQ

∀ M0 � Q , �B1�

P�Q0� = �
�	+

 j��Vn�Q�
exp�− jk�QQ0��

2��QQ0� �dQ

∀ Q0 � �Q . �B2�

The vibrating surface �	+ is separated in patches Si

leading to equation

P�Q0� = �
j=1,j�i

N �
Sj

 j��Vn�Qj�
exp�− jk�QjM0��

2��QjM0� �dQj

+ �
Si

 j��Vn�Qi�
exp�− jk�QiQ0��

2��QiQ0� �dQi. �B3�

Let us introduce the distance dij between two patch cen-
ters. If the patch dimensions are small, the integral can be
approximated by the value at the central point times the
patch area. Moreover, the velocity Vn�Q� being approximated
by a uniform value over the patch, it can be put out of the
integral. These assumptions lead to the classical approxima-
tion of the integral

�
Sj

 j��Vn�Qj�
exp�− jk�QjM0��

2��QjM0� �dQj

=
1

2�
�0j��V� j

exp−jkdij

dij
Sj , �B4�
where dij is the distance between two patches.
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This approximation is valid for small enough patch sur-
face, in general a discretization based on the standard � /6
criterion is sufficient.

The use of cylindrical coordinates enables us to calcu-
late Cauchy’s principal value of the integral by considering a
circular patch having the same surface as the original one.
The result is immediate

�
Si

 j��Vn�Qi�
exp�− jk�QiQ0��

2��QiQ0� �dQi = �0c�V�i�1 − exp−jka� .

�B5�
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